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Revisiting Pedagogy of the Oppressed:
Paulo Freire and Contemporary African
Studies

David P. Thomas

The purpose of this article is to (re)introduce Paulo Freire’s Pedagogy of the

Oppressed to the study of contemporary African societies. Widely accepted

as foundational work in the field of critical pedagogy, it is argued that Freir-

ean scholarship and analysis is also useful in examining the top-down

manner in which ‘development’ is currently being implemented on the conti-

nent. By examining the case of post-apartheid South Africa, this article

posits that a Freirean understanding of liberation/freedom as a dialogical

exercise can aid in opening up a productive avenue of critical enquiry regard-

ing the post-colonial condition in sub-Saharan Africa. This analysis will use

Freire’s theoretical work in order to contribute to the literature regarding pos-

sibilities for more participatory, democratic and bottom-up struggles for

social justice.

I remember vividly my first encounter with Pedagogy of the Oppressed, as a colonized

young man from Cape Verde who had been struggling with significant questions of cultural

identity, yearning to break away from the yoke of Portuguese colonialism. Reading Pedagogy

of the Oppressed gave me a language to critically understand the tensions, contradictions,

fears, doubts, hopes, and ‘deferred’ dreams that are part and parcel of living a borrowed and

colonized cultural existence. Reading Pedagogy of the Oppressed also gave me the inner

strength to begin the arduous process of transcending a colonial existence that is almost cul-

turally schizophrenic: being present and yet not visible, being visible and yet not present.

(Donaldo Macedo, in Freire 2000, p. 11)

Paulo Freire’s seminal text, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, is essential reading for scholars
engaged with literature on the topic of critical pedagogy. Although the work of Freire
has been widely recognised in the field of educational theory since the 1970s, it has
been utilised less so by scholars concerned with contemporary issues in the ‘develop-
ing world’. This article argues that Freire’s work transcends disciplines, and speaks
beyond questions of pedagogy in a manner that is useful for the study of Africa’s
post-colonial condition. Freire’s understanding of a more substantive process of liber-
ation, as a dialogical exercise, can be a viable point of departure in analysing the failure
of many African states fundamentally to enhance the lives of the continent’s people.
Building on the work of scholars such as Patrick Bond, who argue for a
more bottom-up approach to ‘development’ and democratisation on the continent
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(Bond 2006a), it is suggested that Freirean scholarship can add theoretical weight to
the claims for participatory forms of democracy, and bottom-up struggles for social
justice. For scholars, activists and development practitioners concerned with the
economic and political disappointments on the African continent over the past 50
years, (re)reading Freirean scholarship can contribute a new and productive under-
standing of liberation/freedom as something that must be struggled for by everyone,
not ‘delivered’ to a population by elites. In other words, Freire contributes to our
analysis of Africans as active ‘subjects’, and innovative agents in choosing their
own destinies, rather than ‘objects’ to be acted upon. This article will thus revisit
Pedagogy of the Oppressed, with the intended aim of demonstrating the efficacy of
applying Freire’s conceptual analysis of liberation and democracy to a present day
case in sub-Saharan Africa.

The discussion will begin by summarising the foundations of Freire’s theoretical
framework. This will involve examining Freire’s pedagogical thought, and how this
translates into broader ideas regarding theories of liberation and democracy. The
article will then examine the case of post-apartheid South Africa in order to apply
the Freirean model. This analysis will demonstrate that the post-apartheid reconstruc-
tion effort is being conducted in a manner that is leaving the majority of South Africans
behind. Not only does Freire’s method provide valuable insight into the failures of the
South African Government’s attempt to ‘deliver’ liberation to the people, but it also
suggests possible ways forward for a more democratic and egalitarian political
project in the country. By discussing this case, and (re) introducing Freire’s work to
the study of contemporary African societies, the aim is to provide a compelling first
step in a dialogue regarding Freirean scholarship, and its potential for sparking a
more robust move toward democratic, bottom-up politics on the continent. Thus,
the intention is not to analyse or engage with specific mechanisms for implementing
this type of political project, but rather to begin a discussion of the relevance and
importance of Pedagogy in contemporary African societies.

Pedagogy of the Oppressed Revisited

Paulo Freire provided the starting point for a flourishing literature in the field of criti-
cal pedagogy.1 Writing in the Marxian tradition, class analysis was imperative to the
work of Freire, but not at the expense of analysing the impact of race, gender, ethnicity,
language and culture on the lives of oppressed people. He wrote Pedagogy in the
context of severe colonial, and neo-colonial, exploitation across the ‘developing
world’,2 and was intent on building critical tools for the oppressed to transform
their societies into more free, democratic and egalitarian spaces. Moreover, Freire
premised much of his work on the idea that education was a crucial element in
either perpetuating the existing conditions of oppression, or conversely, sparking a
transformation to a more free and democratic society. Freire believed that the predo-
minant form of education, which he called the ‘banking’ concept of education,3 is fun-
damentally oppressive, and operates to maintain violent and exploitative forms of
organisation in society. By indoctrinating people to accept, and adapt to, the ‘realities’
of the oppressive conditions in which they find themselves, individuals become incap-
able of imagining the world around them as something that is transformable. As Freire
(2000, p. 77) states, the method of teaching employed by the oppressors ‘attempts to
control thinking and action, leads women and men to adjust to the world, and inhibits
their creative power’. Hence, the ‘banking’ method of education does not challenge
students to imagine innovative and creative ways to transform the world around
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them (and the conditions of oppression therein), but acts to anaesthetise the learner,
breeding conformity and passivity.

Alternatively, Freire maintained that education could become a potently subversive
force for the transformation of an unjust and unequal society. Freire advocated a dia-
logical, or problem-posing, method of education. Rather than simply depositing infor-
mation into the student, and thus treating the student as an empty receptacle or
container, the educational goal should be to problematise the world around us, and
the relations we have within it. In other words, the instructor/teacher would encou-
rage students to become active and responsible participants in their own education.
According to Freire, rather than simply dictating the ‘facts’ to students, teachers
should pose questions and problems for the learner to engage with and analyse in
creative and innovative ways. This constant interaction between students and tea-
chers, in an open and non-hierarchal manner, is the essence of the dialogical approach
to education. Freire (2000) elaborates:

Whereas banking education anesthetizes and inhibits creative power, problem-posing edu-

cation involves a constant unveiling of reality. The former attempts to maintain the submer-

sion of consciousness; the latter strives for the emergence of consciousness and critical

intervention in reality. (p. 81)

According to Freire, this consciousness would then allow people to ‘. . . develop their
power to perceive critically the way they exist in the world with which and in which they
find themselves; they come to see the world not as a static reality, but as a reality in
process, in transformation’ (2000, p. 83). It is worth quoting at length from Freire’s
work (2000) to decipher the fundamental differences between the two approaches to
education:

Banking education treats students as objects of assistance; problem-posing education makes

them critical thinkers. Banking education inhibits creativity. . . Problem-posing education

bases itself on creativity and stimulates true reflection and action upon reality, thereby

responding to the vocation of persons as beings who are authentic only when engaged in

inquiry and creative transformation. In sum: banking theory and practice, as immobilizing

and fixating forces, fail to acknowledge men and women as historical beings; problem-

posing theory and practice take the people’s historicity as their starting point. (pp. 83–84)

Education, according to Freire, should therefore be directed toward raising the con-
sciousness of the general population in a manner that enables them to recognise the
causes of oppression in their daily lives, and ultimately act to change them. Freire
had a great deal of confidence in people’s ability to recognise and understand the
nature of their own oppression, and believed that education should work to reveal
strategies for confronting and transforming these conditions.

The enduring oppression of the colonised by the colonisers beckoned intellectuals
such as Freire to seek meaningful and democratic methods of resistance. Consistent
with the manner in which he envisions a more democratic classroom, Freire also
seeks to extend this to the population at large and its leaders. He posits, ‘Authentic
liberation – the process of humanisation – is not another deposit to be made in
men. Liberation is a praxis: the action and reflection of men and women upon their
world in order to transform it’ (2000, p. 79). Thus, he argues that it is impossible for
political leaders simply to ‘deliver’ liberation and freedom to the people. On the con-
trary, Freire asserts, ‘Freedom is acquired by conquest, not by gift’ (2000, p. 47), and
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that it is ‘essential for the oppressed to realise that when they accept the struggle for
humanisation they also accept, from that moment, their total responsibility for the
struggle’ (2000, p. 68). This sense of responsibility transforms the passive recipient
of knowledge and liberation into the active and informed participant in the choosing
and making of his/her own destiny.

Freire’s work leads one to engage directly with concepts such as liberation, freedom,
democracy and revolution. Without proper clarification, these terms are sufficiently
vague that one can imply anything and everything by using them (as the case study
to follow will demonstrate). For Freire, revolution meant a radical and abrupt break
from the colonial past, and the possibility for workers and peasants to take control
of their own lives and destinies. This was predominantly a class-based approach to
revolution or liberation, and Freire envisioned freedom as the absence of exploitative
relations of production. However, the concept and practice of democracy was also
essential for any true liberation to occur, according to Freire. In fact, he argued that lib-
eration was not possible without the active engagement and participation of the
‘masses’. Thus, in describing democracy, Freire refers to a radically decentralised
notion of participatory democracy, one in which every individual ultimately
becomes responsible for the collective liberation of all. Nevertheless, concepts such
as revolution and liberation remain problematic for a number of reasons, and
Freire’s work does not escape criticism in this regard. As the twentieth century has
demonstrated repeatedly, so-called ‘revolutions’ seldom, if ever, create a more free
and democratic society. Furthermore, by using the language of revolution and liber-
ation, one presumes that a group of people can arrive at a moment and space
outside, or beyond, oppression and power. For these reasons, this article proposes
that the value of Freire’s work lies more in his prescriptions for participation and
engagement in decision-making processes that can confront relations of power and
oppression in society, rather than his quest for an elusive revolutionary achievement.
With this consideration in mind, the aim is to demonstrate that Freirean scholarship
can contribute substantially to our understanding of why conditions of inequality
and a lack of democracy persist.

How then does Freire envision the struggle for a more democratic and free society?
Similar to his attitude toward education, what is required is a dialogical approach
to transformation. As Freire points out: ‘It is absolutely essential that the oppressed
participate in the revolutionary process with an increasingly critical awareness of
their role as Subjects of the transformation’ (2000, p. 128). Thus, leaders should not
simply explain the way forward to the people, but should converse, and work in com-
munion with them. This process ultimately ‘implies that revolutionary leaders do not
go to the people in order to bring them a message of ‘salvation,’ but in order to come to
know through dialogue with them both their objective situation and their awareness of
that situation’ (2000, p. 95). Only then can leaders begin to understand the appropriate
steps required for building, in constant dialogue with the masses, a more free and
democratic society.

Throughout the process of engaging in dialogue with marginalised and oppressed
people, there is ultimately the crucial issue of trusting in their ability to both apprehend
their situation of oppression, and work productively in order to overcome it. Trust and
faith in the people is central to Freire’s understanding of revolutionary praxis:

Dialogue further requires an intense faith in humankind, faith in their power to make and

remake, to create and re-create, faith in their vocation to be more fully human (which is not
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the privilege of an elite, but the birthright of all). Faith in people is an a priori requirement for

dialogue. (2000, p. 90)

Trusting in the power and ability of oppressed people is an act that has seldom been
practiced by so-called revolutionary leaders during the past 50 years, in any part of the
world. However, the unwillingness or inability to do so indicates a fear of freedom,
and negates the possibility of creating a more democratic and free society. Freire
(2000) contends:

Denial of communion in the revolutionary process, avoidance of dialogue with the people

under the pretext of organizing them, of strengthening revolutionary power, or of ensuring

a united front, is really a fear of freedom. It is fear of or lack of faith in the people. But if

the people cannot be trusted, there is no reason for liberation. (p. 129)

Hence, this commitment to trusting the abilities of oppressed people is imperative in
overcoming conditions of exploitation. Without the active participation of these people
in the governing of their affairs, democracy and freedom cannot exist.4

The South African Case

South Africans endured decades of minority rule and oppression at the hands of both
the colonial and apartheid states. The fall of apartheid in 1994 signalled the end of insti-
tutionalised racism in the country, and was certainly an enormous victory for the forces
of democracy and freedom. However, 15 years after the democratic transition began,
South Africa remains plagued by numerous socio-economic problems. According to
the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the Human Development
Index (HDI) for South Africa fell between 1995 and 2003, and the country is currently
one of the most unequal societies in the world in terms of income distribution.5 Despite
the existence of formal democracy in the country, the socio-economic conditions for the
majority of South Africans remain dire (Nattrass 2003).

South Africa maintains a unique position on the African continent. The legacy of apart-
heid and the monumental struggle against white minority rule has set this country
apart, to a certain extent, and a great deal of academic attention has focused on its
‘exceptionalism’. In addition, the relative economic strength of South Africa on the
continent (Ahwireng-Obeng and McGowan 2001),6 and the leadership role played
by Mandela and Mbeki in the international arena7 have both served to draw attention
to the South African case. However, this ‘exceptionalism’ that many attribute to the
country can be contrasted with an acknowledgement that South Africa faces many
of the same challenges as other countries on the continent, such as battling HIV/
AIDS, fighting high levels of poverty and promoting democracy.8 South Africa experi-
ences many of the same problems that any other post-colonial African country is
facing in the twenty-first century. Yet, despite the similarities between South Africa
and the rest of the continent, this perceived ‘exceptionalism’ means that South
Africa plays an important role in shaping the future of the continent. The South
African experience since 1994 has been remarkably prominent in the hearts and
minds of not only those across the continent, but beyond. Therefore, decisions
regarding development strategies in South Africa have been often monitored closely
by others on the continent, and in some cases lauded by those promoting neo-
liberal models of development. The exceptional degree of attention that South
Africa commands in itself makes it a meaningful case to analyse.
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Freirean theoretical tools provide a compelling framework for understanding the lack
of progress toward a more free and egalitarian South African society in the post-apart-
heid period. The African National Congress (ANC), as the party of ‘liberation’ in South
Africa, has governed with four consecutive overwhelming electoral victories in 1994,
1999, 2004 and 2009. Throughout this period, and particularly under the presidency of
Thabo Mbeki since 1999, there has been a discernable trend toward the centralisation
of political power within the ANC (Marais 2001, Chothia and Jacobs 2002, Mattes 2002,
Vale and Ruiters 2004). The liberation movement was essentially demobilised after
1994, and consecutive ANC governments have attempted to ‘deliver’ liberation to
the masses. As scholar/activist Dale McKinley asserts, since 1994 the ANC has ‘gradu-
ally demobilised and disempowered the very constituency capable of leading and car-
rying through a more complete democratic revolution – that class of South Africa’s
workers and poor who have provided the party [the ANC] its democratic mandate’
(2001, p. 185). Thus, Freire’s warning regarding the consequences of excluding the
masses from the process of transformation, and attempting to ‘deliver’ liberation to
them, offers a powerful analytical framework for understanding the failure of the
post-apartheid political leadership in South Africa. These shortcomings will be high-
lighted by a description of the manner in which the ANC leadership has aligned the
South African economy to the interests of domestic and international capital, at the
expense of the great majority of South Africans.

From RDP to GEAR

The ANC adhered to a development manifesto and plan established in 1994 called the
Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP). This was a very broad document
committed to material economic growth and basic needs provision, as well as to
redressing past injustices (Lester et al. 2000, p. 248). The RDP was a significant part
of the ANC platform in the 1994 elections, and was intended to be the basis of a
project of socio-economic transformation in South Africa. The programme was
described by Lester et al. as follows: ‘During 1994 and 1995, the RDP in effect
became the cornerstone of government policy, with all government departments,
unions, civic bodies and many non-governmental organisations broadly identifying
with its principles’ (2000, p. 248). To coordinate the implementation of the RDP, ‘an
RDP Office was established within the Office of the President, charged with the
responsibility of coordinating RDP-related activities, including the spending of the
initially modest RDP budget’ (Aliber 2003, p. 475). Yet, the RDP was awkwardly
vague regarding questions of how exactly its goals would be met. As Michael
Aliber contends, ‘Apart from a massive investment in infrastructure, . . . the document
gave little indication what the new economic strategy would entail’ (2003, p. 475). In
addition, unrealistic targets and an under-staffed RDP office may have added to the
RDP’s lack of staying power (Lester et al. 2000, p. 251).

Ostensibly, the ANC felt pressured to conform to the dominant Western paradigm of
neoliberal economic reform. Even by 1995, the ANC had re-written the RDP as a gov-
ernment White Paper that yielded to the more moderate, pragmatic elements within
the party (Lester et al. 2000: 251). These changes culminated in the implementation
of GEAR (Growth, Employment, and Reconstruction) in 1996 as the cornerstone of
the government’s macroeconomic strategy. GEAR represents a typical neo-liberal
macroeconomic agenda involving privatisation, deregulation, and the promotion of
open markets. Ian Taylor (2001) provides a comprehensive and useful definition of
neoliberalism:
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The main points of the neoliberal project can be summarised as including the ‘rule of the

market’ and the liberalisation and de-regulation of the economy so as to facilitate unfettered

private enterprises to develop and – in theory – grow, thus allowing a ‘trickle down’ effect

to the less advantaged. In order to do so, a reduction in labour costs is envisioned while

greater openness to international trade and investment is privileged; cuts in social services

and the ‘roll-back’ of the state are in order to cut government expenditure and further take

the state out of interfering with the ‘natural’ mechanisms of ‘the market’ – the state being

the ‘enemy of freedom’; and the privatisation of state-owned enterprises, goods and services

to private investors, thus freeing government from having to expend on services that can –

in theory – be better managed by private concerns while justifying a reduction in taxation

that had formerly been collected to operate such enterprises. (p. 26)

This represents the logic behind the introduction of GEAR in the South African
context. Although GEAR was implemented in 1996, some scholars would argue that
the ANC had undertaken an ideological shift as early as 1990 or 1991. Lester et al.
argue that: ‘Behind-the-scenes negotiations with overseas powers and global financial
institutions influenced the ANC’s nascent economic policy as soon as it became clear
that the movement would be playing a role in government’ (2000, p. 253).

Therefore, it is difficult to speculate exactly when the neoliberal hegemonic discourse
truly took hold within the ANC elite. Nevertheless, by 1996 GEAR was implemented
as the fundamental policy of government.

The manner in which GEAR was drafted and implemented was a top-down, exclu-
sionary process from the beginning to end. Since 1994 scholars and activists have
extensively documented the failures of GEAR and the authoritarian manner
in which it was implemented. There will be a brief summary here of the key points
of critique.9 First, it is important to remember that:

GEAR was drawn up by fifteen economists, two of them from the World Bank, the others were

from various African banks, the Reserve Bank of South Africa, neoliberal think tanks and cor-

porations. Only one economist had any footing in the South African democratic movement,

and only one was black. (Kingsworth 2003, p. 39)

In addition to the unrepresentative nature of those involved in drafting the document,
the secretive manner in which GEAR was implemented is often highlighted. Marais
(2001) asserts:

GEAR was released after perfunctory ‘briefings’ of a few top-ranking ANC, SACP [South

African Communist Party] and COSATU [Congress of South African Trade Unions]

figures. The COSATU and SACP leaders, according to one participant, were shown only

the section headings. (p. 162)10

However, before these briefings, an initial meeting of Members of Parliament
occurred, which was described by ANC MP Ben Turok (2003):

One afternoon in June 1996 some 20 MPs were invited to come to a meeting room in parlia-

ment where we found Minister of Finance, Trevor Manuel, waiting to address us. He

announced that a new economic document had been prepared called ‘Growth, Employment

and Redistribution’ (GEAR), and he presented an outline. Some questions were allowed but

access to the document itself was refused on the grounds that it might be leaked to the

press. (p. 273)
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This candid admission from a senior ANC MP succinctly summarises the reluctance of
those who favoured GEAR to engage in open debate, and their power in the decision-
making process. Marais also quotes former President Mandela as admitting that ‘I
confess even the ANC learnt of GEAR far too late – when it was almost complete’
(2001, p. 162). The implementation of GEAR illustrates the exact opposite of a
dialogical and participatory method of decision making.

Not only did the drafting and implementation of GEAR conform to an elite-driven,
undemocratic model, but the manner in which ANC leaders dealt with criticism of
both the process and the substance of GEAR was anti-dialogical. Immediately follow-
ing the implementation of GEAR, the government declared that it was ‘non-nego-
tiable’ (Webster 2001, p. 261). The ANC refused to engage in any debate or
discussion whatsoever regarding the merits of GEAR. After Mandela appeared at
the SACP’s 10th Congress in 1998, a journalist for the Mail & Guardian (1998) noted:

President Nelson Mandela’s comments at the opening of the South African Communist Party

conference that the growth, economic and redistribution (Gear) strategy is the fundamental

policy of the African National Congress and that he will brook no opposition to it is just

the latest sign of the ANC’s irritation at public criticism.

Mandela’s successor, Thabo Mbeki, consistently stressed the fact that GEAR was non-
negotiable. For example, during the 2002 State of the Nation Address, he claimed:

On the whole, we should emphasise that the path of an open economy that we have charted for

ourselves is not up for review. As we find our way into the future, we shall not seek solace in

the past. (p. 14)

In the South African context, the top-down, elite driven process of implementing this
reform package resulted in: ‘The failure of GEAR to perform anywhere close to its own
expectations for growth and job creation’ (Webster 2001, p. 261). To put the failure of
GEAR in achieving its targets into perspective, one author explains:

The only stated target of GEAR that has been achieved is that of reducing the fiscal deficit. In

terms of real GDP growth, the projected annual average was 4.2%, versus the actual average

of around 2.3% (Department of Finance, 2000; SARB, 2000). In terms of formal sector

employment growth, the projected cumulative increase over the five years was 1.3 million,

versus an actual net job loss of more than 800,000. (Aliber 2003, p. 476)

One of the main arguments behind the implementation of GEAR was that South Africa
needed to create a more favourable investment climate. Supporters of GEAR argued
that specific measures to ensure a stable economy, including maintaining low inflation,
minimal fiscal deficits and competitive levels of taxation, were necessary in order to
ensure investment, economic growth and the subsequent redistribution of economic
resources. However, the record on foreign direct investment (FDI) in South Africa
has been yet another blow to the economy in the post-apartheid era. According to
the World Bank’s 2004 Global Development Finance report, ‘in dollar terms, South
Africa’s FDI inflows are now just half of what they were in 1995. This despite total
flows to the region [sub-Saharan Africa] nearly doubling from $4.3 billion in 1995 to
$8.5 billion last year’ (cited in Mamaila, The Star 2004). Furthermore, since 1994 the
economy has suffered what commentators have called an ‘investment strike’ on the
part of domestic capital (Marais 2002, p. 88). These economic indicators highlight
the dramatic failure of the current macroeconomic framework to attract investment
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to South Africa. Overall this lack of investment has precipitated a crisis of unemploy-
ment in South Africa. Depending on the source, unemployment figures range from 28
per cent to 42 per cent.11

The National Democratic Revolution (NDR)

The ANC Government adheres to the concept National Democratic Revolution (NDR)
as a way to describe its aims of transforming the country from its colonial and apart-
heid past into a more just and equitable society. The NDR is described by the ANC as
the struggle to achieve its core objectives, which are:

. . . the creation of a united, non-racial, non-sexist and democratic society. This means the lib-

eration of Africans in particular and black people in general from political and economic

bondage. It means uplifting the quality of life of all South Africans, especially the poor.

(ANC 2006)

However, as the transition from the RDP to GEAR has demonstrated, this transform-
ation is being conducted on behalf of the people, rather than through the direct partici-
pation of the people. From the Freirean perspective, it would appear antithetical for a
liberation movement to concentrate decision-making power in the hands of a small
ruling elite. Within the context of a detailed analysis of two specific development pro-
jects in post-apartheid South Africa (the Saldanha Steel Plant and the Paternoster Fish
Market), David Bek, Tony Binns and Etienne Nel (2004) conclude that on behalf of the
ANC Government:

There has also been a rejection of potential grassroots dynamics, as communities tend to be

treated as either passive recipients or, even worse, as a hindrance or constraint. Instead, a neo-

liberal trickle-down has been relied upon to deliver growth and poverty reduction to margin-

alized areas and communities. (pp. 22–46)

This practice of centralising power and attempting to ‘deliver’ liberation to the people
negates the possibility of forging a more democratic and free society. On the contrary,
the dialogical Freirean model is premised on grassroots engagement and participation
in decision-making processes, which are fundamentally lacking in the South African
case. As Freire argues, there can be no transformation unless the masses are
engaged in this process, participating actively as subjects.

Some ANC government officials are cognisant of the inherent contradictions and pro-
blems with the ANC’s approach to transformation in the post-apartheid context. As
ANC MP Jeremy Cronin (2004) notes:

A huge problem is, apart from election period, as an Alliance we’ve not been mobilizing our

mass base, because of technocratic illusions, state-centric illusions that we can now deliver

liberation. And we must use the state and be technically effective and competent, but

unless it’s combined with popular participation, popular organization, popular self-organiz-

ation, you can’t transform the accumulation path . . . So instead of a strategic convergence

. . . what you’re getting is a kind of deep tension between the state and elected representatives

on the one hand, and seething social discontent and poverty on the other. . . There’s been a ten-

dency to see this [engaging the masses] as mutinous, as dangerous, as problematic, rather than

a huge advantage to the agenda that we’re nominally trying to achieve. We’re not going to get

it done simply by sitting in Parliament. (Interview with author, 16 August)
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This rather frank admission by Cronin summarises the ANC’s approach to ‘liber-
ation’ in the post-apartheid era. Rather than fostering mass based participation and
political organisation since 1994, the ANC has relied on an elite driven, top-down
politics.12 Furthermore, Cronin also alludes to the ANC’s fear of engaging the
broader population, a problem that Freire describes as absolutely debilitating for
any democratic project. Contrary to the democratic and participatory aspirations of
many ANC activists before 1994, the post-apartheid NDR has proved to disable
and dismantle democratic processes within the ruling ‘movement’. As Tom Lodge
(1999) notes:

Notions of popular democracy constituted an important ingredient of activist culture within

the African National Congress (ANC) and its allies in the decade preceding the 1994 elections.

Taking their cue from the trade unions, spokespeople for the United Democratic Front (UDF)

emphasised a vision of grassroots empowerment in which office bearers would be mandated

delegates rather than executive decision makers. (p. 1)

Yet the post-apartheid ANC has instead functioned largely to the exclusion of mass
based participation. Hundreds of ANC activists assumed positions as elected poli-
ticians or civil servants after the ‘transition’ from apartheid, leaving the grassroots
of the party depleted. Furthermore, as the party of ‘liberation’, many expected the
ANC to simply ‘deliver’ the promised bounties of the post-apartheid age. Lodge
(1999) concurs, and adds:

Has organisational democracy played any role in the genesis of ANC strategy and policy since

1994? Not really. From time to time, conferences, workshops, and summits have supplied

opportunities for the expression of objections by critics of government policy as well as placa-

tory language by ANC leaders but these events appear to have slight policy impact. (p. 26)

Not only has the ANC drifted substantially away from any democratic ethos it once
upheld, but many ANC leaders in either government or the private sector have
become increasingly detached from the plight of the majority of the population.
Former MP Philip Dexter admits: ‘Life looks different when you are being driven
around in a BMW with tinted windows. You move so fast sometimes you can
hardly see the shacks anymore. You almost forget’ (cited in Adams 2001, p. 222).
Moreover, many ANC members and former activists in the anti-apartheid struggle
have become extremely wealthy in the post-apartheid period. Riding the wave of
Black Economic Empowerment (BEE),13 individuals such as Cyril Ramaphosa
and Tokyo Sexwale have amassed enormous fortunes, while the majority of
blacks are struggling on a day-to-day basis to meet even the most basic human
needs.

The South African Case, Freirean Scholarship and the Broader

African Context

There is a well-established tradition in African scholarship, literature and activism of
assessing, and providing critical foundations for understanding, the post-colonial pol-
itical and social landscape. For example, Amı́lcar Cabral grasped the fundamental
need to involve peasants, workers and others in the governing of their own affairs.
He describes the ideal revolutionary movement as one where ‘the mass of workers
and in particular the peasants, who are generally illiterate and have never moved
beyond the confines of the village universe, would understand their situation as
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decisive in the struggle’ (cited in Davidson 1992, p. 300). In the field of post-colonial
literature, Chinua Achebe brilliantly assessed the many problems of leadership in
the post-colonial African state in his novels, such as Anthills of the Savanna (1989).
Nigerian political scientist Claude Ake asserted:

Development strategies in Africa, with minor exceptions, have tended to be strategies by which

the few use the many for their purposes. They are uncompromisingly top-down. There is not,

and never has been, popular participation in political and economic decision-making. (cited in

Davidson 1992, p. 293)14

Africans have been theorising and resisting oppression for decades, and the list of
contributors to this line of thinking is long and distinguished. Hence, the intention
here is to build upon this tradition by using Freirean scholarship and conceptual
tools, not to suggest that Pedagogy would exist in a vacuum of political and social
thought.

Scholars from the Western world have also contributed to a voluminous literature on
the failure of the post-colonial African state to transform its colonial foundations.15

Crawford Young’s notion of a ‘guardian class’ that assumed power after the
Europeans had retreated (1998), and Frederick Cooper’s description of the ‘gateway
state’ that they now control (2002), are useful in understanding and analysing the
post-colonial condition. These scholars draw attention to the importance of the colo-
nial legacy and the authoritarianism of the colonial state, in shaping the post-colonial
era. Bruce Berman reminds us that the colonial legacy for Africa involved the follow-
ing key components: ‘bureaucratic authoritarianism, pervasive patron-client relations,
and a complex ethnic dialectic of assimilation, fragmentation and competition’ (1998,
p. 329). This analysis stresses the tremendous impact of colonialism on any prospects
for a democratic political project in Africa.

It is important to recognise the marginalised position of most African states within the
global economy, and the impact this may have on the options available to African
leaders in the post-colonial period. Most independent African states inherited a colo-
nial economy geared toward production and export of raw materials to the ‘devel-
oped’ world. As Hardt and Negri suggest, ‘liberation struggles found themselves
‘victorious’ but nonetheless consigned to the ghetto of the world market – a vast
ghetto with indeterminate borders, a shantytown, a favela’ (2000, p. 252). In the
post-independence decades, many of these countries experienced deteriorating
terms of trade, escalating levels of debt and slumping demand for some of their key
resources. Thus, understanding Africa’s unequal and exploitative integration into
the global economy is extremely important in assessing the successes and failures
on the continent during the past fifty years (Saul and Leys 1999).

While recognising the fundamental failures of the colonial state to provide sufficient
democratic foundations for the post-colonial state, and Africa’s unfavourable position
in the global economy, it is also imperative to address the failures of African elites
since independence. With reference to the South African case in particular, and in
assessing the ANC’s multiple failures since the end of apartheid, John Saul (2001)
remarks:

The best point of reference for analysing the South African transition might be Frantz Fanon’s

notion of a false decolonisation: the rising African middle class, both entrepreneurial and pol-

itical/bureaucratic in provenance, merely sliding comfortably into their political positions as,
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yes, ‘intermediaries’ of global Empire and, from these heights, fending off the claims of the

poverty-stricken they have left behind. (p. 1)

Acknowledging the agency of those African leaders who have chosen the path described
by Fanon is crucial in assessing the nature of the post-colonial state today. It is here that
the contribution of Pedagogy becomes important, as Freire speaks directly to the need for
leaders to operate in a dialogical relationship with those they claim to ‘represent’.

While Fanon’s work16 will continue to be imperative in analysing the post-colonial
African state, it is argued here that Freire’s work can provide scholars and activists
with additional means of interrogating the post-colonial condition in Africa. More-
over, this analysis rests on an understanding of post-colonialism as problematique,
rather than as a chronological or temporal concept.17 Freire’s dialogical method can
serve both as a means of critiquing the practices of elites across the continent (both
African and ‘Western’), and also of organising mass-based resistance to the top-
down ‘development’ strategies currently being pursued in most African countries.
Freire’s conceptual framework aids us in understanding exactly why political leader-
ship such as that displayed by Thabo Mbeki is antithetical to a democratic and free
society. This lack of dialogue and communion with the people negates the possibility
of stimulating progressive change in any society. Furthermore, this fear of engagement
with the people, and not allowing them to participate meaningfully in the formation of
their own destinies, represents a fear of freedom itself, and further enshrines the elitist
nature of such political leadership. Implementing neoliberal reform, as described in
the case of South Africa, must be done without the consent of the great majority of
people, as it is simply not in their best interest. Thus, Habib and Taylor (2001) remark:

The emergence of a dominant party system in South Africa, and the relations of power in the

global and national arenas, has ensured that citizens’ preferences are sacrificed in the interests

of appeasing foreign investors and the domestic business community. This has manifested

itself in the ANC’s abandonment of the RDP and its adoption of a neo-liberal economic strat-

egy. The likely outcome of such policy choices is increasing inequality and poverty and under-

mining democracy (pp. 221–2).

The dialogical method can provide a useful tool, or point of departure, when building
and mobilising resistance to the authoritarian nature of political and economic struc-
tures in Africa. Freirean pedagogy highlights the importance of participatory forms of
dialogue and resistance, and provides critical insights into the nature and potential for
more democratically organised movements and organisations. In the South African
case, a multiplicity of new social movements has emerged since the late 1990s to chal-
lenge the elite-driven politics of the ANC. Economic and political marginalisation in
South Africa compelled numerous loosely defined organisations to begin again to
contest the dominant model of economic ‘development’ – one that was not open for
negotiation.18 These movements range from the Soweto Electricity Crisis Committee
(SECC) to the Landless People’s Movement (LPM), and rely on a diverse set of
tactics and strategies.19 They participate in grassroots struggles surrounding issues
such as housing, land, electricity and water, and could be considered ‘people-
driven’ movements for social justice. The new social movements reflect many
aspects of the Freirean model, which may contribute to their rising strength and popu-
larity since the late 1990s. They tend to focus on mobilising and empowering people on
the ground to act as creative agents of change, rather than treating them as ‘objects’ to
be acted upon by state policies. From a Freirean perspective, much could be learned
from the new social movements in South Africa.20 Moreover, these movements
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provide a glimpse into issues that further research on applying Freirean theory to the
African context could uncover.21

Limitations of Freire’s Pedagogy

As noted earlier, ideas of revolutionary politics are problematic on a number of levels,
and the purpose of this article is certainly not to uncritically celebrate Pedagogy of the
Oppressed. In addition to the concerns raised earlier with regard to the concept ‘revolu-
tion’, it can be suggested that a second issue with Freire’s text is the manner in which he
continues to differentiate between leaders and the ‘people’. This binary perpetuates the
notion that an enlightened few should bring consciousness to the lower levels of
society. Moreover, this conceptual distinction may in fact perpetuate many of the pro-
blems that Freire claims to be confronting. However, Freire does make it clear that inter-
actions between leaders/teachers and the people/students should be dialogical, and
that power should be shared between the two. Furthermore, faced with the dominant
political institutions of today, Freire’s prescriptions would certainly be a step in the
right direction for those concerned with creating a more non-hierarchical and demo-
cratic society. Finally, the issue of gender in Freire’s work is an important one. His
initial class-based project, while attempting to incorporate issues of gender and race,
was filled with gender-biased language and a general exclusion of many oppressed
social groups. Although Freire addressed this issue briefly in later work (2004,
pp. 54–56), the criticism of his initial work remains valid. Thus, it can be repeated
that this article should serve merely as the beginning of a conversation regarding
Freire’s work and its applicability to African studies in the twenty-first century.

Conclusion

Overall, Freire offers a refreshing lens with which to view the struggle for a more just
and free society. His suggestions for a more participatory approach to decision
making, and actively working to transform the world around us, can offer valuable
analytical tools for engaging with issues of power and oppression. As the South
African case suggests, liberation cannot be ‘delivered’ from above. On the contrary,
top-down methods of change are antithetical to the creation of a free and democratic
society, and any such attempts will ultimately negate the possibility for success. Not-
withstanding Africa’s disadvantageous position within the structure of global capital-
ism, and the lasting effects of colonialism on the political, economic, social and
psychological well-being of its people, Paulo Freire’s Pedagogy of the Oppressed offers
hope for a rejuvenated sense of agency and empowerment.

David P. Thomas is Assistant Professor, International Relations, Mount Allison Univer-
sity, email: dthomas@mta.ca

Endnotes

1. Other prominent authors in the field include Henry A. Giroux, Stanley Aronowitz, and bell
hooks.

2. Pedagogy of the Oppressed was first published in 1970. However, the edition used throughout
this article is the 30th Anniversary Edition, published in 2000.

3. The ‘banking method’ of education is the commonly accepted form of teaching whereby the
teacher/instructor ‘delivers’ knowledge to the students in a didactic manner. The student acts as
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a passive recipient of knowledge, instead of actively participating in his/her own education.
Freire elucidates the typical features of the ‘banking method’ in Chapter Two of Pedagogy of
the Oppressed, pp. 71–79.

4. For a brief description of Freire’s thought, in relation to issues of ‘development’, see Narman
(2006).

5. According to the UNDP’s 2005 Human Development Report, South Africa ranked third in the
world after Namibia and Brazil in income inequality, as measured by the GINI coefficient on
income inequality. For further reading on poverty and inequality in South Africa, see Terre-
blanche (2002) and May (2000).

6. Furthermore, there is a growing literature describing South Africa as a sub-imperial power on
the continent, as South African capital is spreading rapidly across the continent. For example, see
Daniel et al. (2003) and Alden and Soko (2005).

7. The South African state has played a prominent role on the continent in terms of promoting
democracy, leading international initiatives such as the New Partnership for Africa’s Develop-
ment (NEPAD), and participating in peacekeeping and mediation efforts. For example see
Landsberg (2000), Shubin and Prokopenko (2001), Simon (2001), Taylor and Williams (2001),
and Schraeder (2001).

8. The work of Neville Alexander (2002) is important in this regard.

9. For example, see Bond (2000), Marais (2001), McKinley (2001), and Taylor (2001).

10. The South African Communist Party (SACP) and the Confederation of South African Trade
Unions (COSATU) are in a partnership with the ANC, known as the Tripartite Alliance. This Alli-
ance has deep roots in the anti-apartheid struggle, but has experienced a considerable degree of
strain in the post-apartheid period. While occasionally raising concerns over GEAR, the SACP
and COSATU have remained loyal to the ANC and its neo-liberal agenda since GEAR’s
implementation in 1996.

11. Statistics South Africa reported official unemployment at 28.2 per cent in September 2003, yet
unofficial or expanded unemployment is said to be 42.1 per cent. Khathu Mamaila reports that:
‘The term ‘official’ unemployment reduces unemployment, on paper, by at least a million. This
is because a million people who are too poor to actively search and apply for work are excluded
from the number of those who are actively seeking employment’ (Mamaila, The Star, 5 April
2004).

12. This does not mean that the ANC never attempts to mobilise people on the ground, or that
they do not have some active branches at the grassroots level. The point is that organising
people from the bottom-up has not been the predominant method of building ‘democracy’ for
the ANC, but rather a technocratic system of ‘delivering’ to the masses is used more often.

13. BEE is a programme designed by the ANC in order to economically uplift the black popu-
lation in South Africa. Rather than benefiting the majority black population, this programme
has instead enriched a small number of blacks with political ties to the ANC.

14. It is important to acknowledge that Ake’s ‘few’ in this context refer not only to authoritarian
African leaders, but international financial institutions (IFIs), ‘development’ agencies and multi-
national corporations (MNCs) who have conducted business on the continent. For further
discussion, see Bond (2006b).

15. See Davidson (1992), Bayart (1993), Allen (1995), Berman (1998), Young (1998), Cooper (2002),
and Good (2002).

16. See Fanon (1963) and (1967).

17. While a full discussion of the multiple definitions of post-colonialism is beyond the scope of
this article, it is important to note that the author does not understand the term as describing a
temporal period or era, but rather as a complex theoretical tool intended to analyse conditions of
power and identity in regions of the world that experienced colonialism. For one useful source on
this topic, see Gilbert and Tompkins (1996). In addition, Freirean scholarship should aid in
opening up other avenues of critical enquiry into the concept of post-colonialism.
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18. For an excellent discussion of how these communities mobilise, see Desai (2002).

19. Two key resources for understanding the new social movements in South Africa are: Ballard
et al. (2005), Ballard et al. (2006).

20. The new social movements have also been criticised on a number of grounds; see Ballard et al.
(2006). While these movements are by no means perfect solutions to the socio-economic pro-
blems confronting the people of Africa, they represent a sincere attempt to build a more
bottom-up political project in South Africa.

21. It is hoped that future research can be conducted to explore how exactly Freirean theory
and methodologies can be developed and adapted in an African context. Such research would
also be accompanied by deeper analysis of historical attempts at more participatory forms of
‘development’ on the continent, including Freire’s own experience of working in Guinea
Bissau (Freire 1978); the works of Amilcar Cabral (1969, 1973, 1980), and Hickey and
Mohan (2006).
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